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Since Decer,wer of 1975 the attention of the astro- 	 /4*
nomical coixnunity has been drawn to observations of bursts
of X-ray radiation by the actively operatii,g X-ray observa-
tional satellites "MS," "SAS-3," and "Ariel-5." [1] [2]
[3], [4], [5]. Prior to this them had been a significant
spectral
numLer of observations of bursts in the i ► igher-energy/range
from 40 to 290 keV by the Soviet satellite "Cosmos-428" [6],[7].
And even earlier very strong bursts in the lower range of the
gamma-ray spectrum had been received by the "Vela" series of
satellites. These "gamma-ray bursts" excited a great deal of
attention, with investigations being conducted over a broad
range of the electromagnetic spectrum. however, thc3 poor an-
gular resolution of the measuring instruments prevented the
identification of the "gamma-ray bursts" with any known astro-
nomic object.
An important first step was accomplished at the end of
1975 by Soviet and Dutch researchers who, working with data
from the "Cosmos-428" and "ANS" satellites, definitely identified
one of the burst sources as the globular clust . !r NGC 6624
*Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the fcreign text.
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17 1 , 1 101 . Slwi t ly a I ter thin a second source of oursts wa:;
identified as they
 globular cluster NGC1851, anti .it the loc., -
Lion of ti-e very interesting buret sours•. , MXB 1730-335 hi i ler
discovered a new globular cluster, hitherto unknown due to
strong interstellar al)sorption of 1 i,iht . 1101
	
In addition,
Melioranskii et al., on the basis of data obtained in 1971 by
the satellite "Cosmos-4187 i iont ified three im)re sources of
burst_ radiation a:; the globular clusters NGC 5904 (MS), NGC
b388, i nd WGC b5 41 1111.
I,et us extend the:;e identifications of bur:;t nourre,R
as globular cluster:, using the data hrovictod in the monograph
of 6. V. Kuharkin 1 161 1 . Although the accui icy of the cool-di-
bates of the soutc ; of burst radiation is not vary great in
the majority of caws ( i t varies t rom 10 to 170 dojr0es of
solid angle), the• process of identifying the sources with
globular clusters, which are all widely-spaced objects par-
	 /5
ticularly remote from the central regior s of the galaxy,
is sufficiently reliable to be persuasive. Thu:; thr source
in the constellation Norma observed by "Vela-5" 1131 (probable
orror of location 10 degrees solid angle) may most probably
be attributed to one of two neighboring globular clusters,
either NGC 5917 (a = 1511 24.4m, ^ = -50 0
 29') or NGC 5946
(a = 1511 31.8w, S = -50 c' 3' ) . Since the first cluster ha:, a
considerably greater lwninosity (mv = 7.95) it is the more
likely candidate to be iuentifed as the source of bursts in
2
^n;ta.	 All other globular clu::ters ill
	
retiion of the
.► 1.1\^	 kVO IOCMct. t.tt
 boyonti t lit • limit :; tit	 I	 t ► till tit t Ilt•
source of IJU l .; t rad i .l t ion.
	
,flit , source in the constell.lt l.sn	 ob:;t•rvod by
(
	 19h 30r1, d = #80 ), 1. i tll a hrohahlo vul'or of Io-
caLioll of	 1`j0 do%ji-evs sol Iii anglo, 1;1.1y be lticiit itietl vi-
thor wit-h NOW bt338 (1+ 171) (,r - 1 9 h :)lm, tS - 418"' . 11 1 ) or
,:ith tliv t1 .8-- 111.1,11litutit` %wakor Object, NGC b700 (,l	 1911
t
U8 . brt,11	 + l	 I I
	 :;oulvo i (l PUT-1—s' a l so Ob-
Served by "SAS-3", t., 	 7h 3I)m, t1 - -50'', probable error of
beat ion	 17U dcyi'44. , :; solid angle) with NGC 22 4 t3 ( 1 - 61; 47111,
d - -3b C) ) . Although nom , of these idoiitifications, of CourSN,
0.111 l)e rvtj.`vdt`tl as tlo 1 ill i t lvs , , tho tact t hat all ( 111 t I , , Jv-
cullar sources are` locat-od in the nvighhorllood of glohulaI"
ClusbL Cs, 111 ,ltidition to tilt` t,w( that othov som'Oo.,; tit till:;
tY110 .11-L' idoiitifiod with globul.11
	 siynificalit Iy
iticreki.;c.; tilt , proh,ll)i lity of tht • propotwd identificatiows.
Thus, of :ht •
 list in J!)J of saurCeS of hiyll- t lli ryy burst r.1-
diatlon ob.Wrvcd by "ANa," " SAS-3," .w,l "tlriel-J," Co11pl-i-
sillq 10 Objects, G have boots idoM i f ied with globular Clu:;-
tt'vs. Ill .1.ltiitiocl, ti;rt • t •
 of tale r0111.1illint1 four Ullid0iltified
sources are ill t ho rog ion o t the .dal actic llut • 1 o s (MXit 1743-
-293,  17 12-297, 1728-34) and ilia • be ti lobular clu.;tors con-
cealoti by layers of lnt^`; :1tC11.1t' till.;t	 lh:al'>Jlilt^ t Ili`11 - llt)Ilt
	
[101 (other possibl%- ill I01-111"Otat ior.:; .l1	 tiiscus.vd below) .
	 ; b
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To till:: ulay Ue .1ddod ttu •ee idontificat tons porfortnett not
long aejo by A. S. Me 1 ior.nt:,k i i .lnd h i coworkers (1 1) . Thus
	
i
it is 1►o::;;ible to maintain that a substatlt ial portion, if
not tho majority, Of Observod sourcuv of higil-energy pulse
radiation have been identified as globular clusters.
Wo considor the so
- called ".immia- ray
by tilt , "Vela" aml other satellites to ropr
phonomonon as tilt , X- ray bur::t s observed by
"AN,;," "SAS-3," anti "Ariel-5" satellites.
l act s mi l port
 this contention:
bursts" ouserved
tilt'
	
;An10
the "Cosmos-428,"
Tilt •
 following
.1.) Tilt ,
 durat ion
 of appearance (1-100 gocontJ,,) is tilt,
:,.11110 1t% both im.-tatices;
b.) In a n11m1Uer of cases both the .immitl-ray and X-ray
bursts display structure •
 (for example, come in pair_;) ;
c.) Althoutlh tilt , bursts observed by "Vela" displayed a
If 1.1110r onorgy -.;poctrum (k •I' ^ 150 koV) than typical X - rays
(kT L 5U key') , this is a natur.11 ro::111 t of t lit ,
 observational
1 .0otl .,tivity. The detectors installed on tilt ,
 "Vela" satellites
could only reec rd high-ono rgy (r - 130 koV) bursts. It must
bo emphasized that the spectra of the X-ray bursts wore of
.1 re lotively V igil energy. The detectors installed on
"Cosmos-426" only recorded hi gh-energy X-ray radiation.
Uursts of high-ollorgy spectra were also received by "Ariol-5"
from the source identified as the globular cluster b1VB
a
k
1730-335 1151;
Lt.) The value of the flux from the brightest X-ray
, urces l lU- ' erg/cm"/sec (11]) was equivalent to the flux
from the intense galmim-ray bursts.
e.) The frequency of bursts of gauu»a-rays is compatible /7
with the frequency of the X-ray bursts.
If the bursts of both gannua-ray and X-ray radiation
represent the swic cosmic events, then it is reasonable to
expect to associate some of the gauiuna-ray bursts with
globular clusters. Although the accuracy of the determina-
tion of the coordinates of the sources of ganuna-ray bursts
is not very great, in a nwnber of cases, a:: we shall now sve,
such an identification can be accomplished.
Of the four ganuna-ray bur:.ts for which exact and unam-
biguous coordinates are available in (161, three (70-2, 67-1,
and u9-2) can be identified respectively as originatinq from
the globular clusters NGC 5694, NGC 4147, and NGC 288. Even
more certain is the identification of the extremely inter-
esting ganmia-ray burst (I = 2 X .10 - " erg/sec, At = 27 sec.),
observed 27 April 1972 at Lhe coordinates a	 23h, S = - bd0
(171, as the intense globular cluster 47 Tucan (a - Oh 21m,
S = -72 0210. Finally, one cannot deify the possible iden-
tificaticn of the galiwia-ray burst observed on 1 November 1972
(lul as originatinq from the rather intense globular cluster
NGC 1904 (M79).
Ai
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LOn the other hand we must emphasize that the very intense
,iauiuna-ray burst observed on 14 May 1972, perhaps the best-
invustigated of all bursts (I = 5 X lU- " erg/cm:, At = 80 sec,
a	 llh t)Om, 5 - 74 °5' 4 °) [8) , occurred at a point at least
4U° distant from the nearest known globular cluster. In
addition, the characteristics of this burst are indistinguish-
able from those observed iii other strong burats. This means
that among the observed ganuna-ray bur.,ts (and in particular
also among those for which we assigned a probable identifica-
tion above), a significant portion might not be associated
with globular clusters. however, we stould recall that the
investigation of X-ray bursts showed that a substantial
portion, if not the majority, of the sources 01 these bursts /8
are identified as globular clusters. `1'he important conse-
quences resulting from this "dualism" of burst sources will
be considered below.
Might the burst sources in globular clu:,tcrs have
something to do with the type of stellar population found
there? The question of the nature of the X-ray sources
detected by the "uhuru" satellite in globular clusters had
uecome acute in 1975, before the discovery of their burst-
like character. The relatively high, that is, per stellar
mass, frequency of sources in globular clusters was striking
in comparison to the galaxy as a whole. As explanations for
this effect, two hypotheses were proposed: a.) In the
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originally densely-packed central regions of globular clusters
there were formed a great number of closely-bound double star
systems with a neutron star as one component in each pair [191.
b.) In the center of globular clusters are black holes with
masses on the order of se xreral hundred solar masses [20,211. As a
foundation for these hypotheses it was pointed out that in
the intense globular clusters which were sources of X-ray
radiation there were high parabolic velocities and an elevated
concentration of matter towards the center. The discovery of
the burst-like nature of the X-ray sources located in globular
clusters sharply intensified the problem. While earlier
.attention had been drawn by the fact that -3% of all sources
were located in clusters while clusters contain only =0.1%
t	 of the mass of the galaxy, now it became clear that the
majority of burst sources were in globular clusters. On
the other land it is typical that in all of the globular
clusters there are perhaps 1,000 of the short-period Cepheid
variables of the: RR Lyrae type, wnil f . the sphere of the galaxy
contains 500,000 of them. This naturally has implications
for all the other stellar populations in globular clusters:
their total in clusters must be several hundred times less
than in the spherical stellar corona of the galaxy. There- /9
fore from the fact that a substantial portion, if not the
majority, of the burst sources are located in globular
clusters, it follows that it is impossible to identify the
	 y
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-c-urces of burst radiation with any class of population of stars,
eiLher in the globular clusters o. in the galactic "halo." The
hypothesis expressed in (191 is refuted by the simple fact that
in the neighborhood of the galactic nucleus, where the stellar
density is at least twice as high as that in the center of
globular clusters and where it would seem conditions would be
much more favorable for the formation of closely-bound binary
stars by capture, the predicted large number of burst sources
is not observed. Such characteristics of the sources of burst
radiation as a very high-energy spectrum and a strong energy
flux (up to 10 41
 erg/sec [71), differ completely front the
characteristics of X-ray sources such as Hercules X-1, Scorpio
X-1, and others, which according to [191 should be formed in
globular clusters.
All this suggests that the sources of burst radiation
are very peculiar objects whose Nature is completely distinct
from the tigtht.ly-bound double "X-ray" systems discovered w
"Uhuru." The burst sources must be intimately connect;)d to
globular clusters, each one of which must be regarded as a
single uwlit. Along these lines, it is proposed that these
sources of burst radiation must be black holes, located in
the centers of globular clusters, of
	
1U`-10 4 solar masses
[201, [211. This value for the mass is implied by the fact
that, for an average power output by the source of k 1039
erg/sec (see [111), the stream of accretion causiny the
8
high-energy radiation must be = 1U 19 gr/sec, and if the age of
the source is z 3 X 10 9 years (pzobably less), then the total
captured gas will be = 10 16
 gr
	
w00 solar masses. It is ad-
	 /10
t	 visable to note, with respect to the "black-hcle" nature of
the burst sources in the nuclei of globular clusters, that the
manned apace station "Salyut-4" observed a burst of high-energy
radiation from the well-known source: Cygnus X-1, which the
majority of researchers consider to be a black hole of
	 10
solar masses [221.
The fact of undoubted observations of bursts of high-energy
radiation independent of any known globular clusters (see a-
bove) prompts us to the conclusion that the galaxy contains a
special group of "invisible globular clusters." Since the
sources in globular clusters are black holes located in the
nucleus of the cluster, it is natural to propose an "invisi-
ble" globular cluster, without its stellar corona. Such a
nucleus would ; gave an extremely compact force, composed of a
massive black hole surrounded by thousands of stars of rela-
tively low luminosity and a heated interstellar medium. Such
an object may have been formed either in the process of evolu-
tion of a more or less "normal" globular cluster, or, more
provably, from the demolished "corona • " of a cluster by the
tidal force of its passage at a distance of several hundreds
of parsecs from the galactic nucleus. Thus it is possible tha':
I
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the sourcos of burst radiation locatt!d near the center of the
galaxy are "invisible clusters." The predicted intrinsic lumin-
osity of an "invisible cluster" is 	 Om, so they might be point
objects of visual magnitude z 12-15m, without being distinguish-
able from the stellar background. For direct confirmation of
our hypothesis we have to obtain excellent coordinate localiza-
tion of the source of gamma-ray bursts at a 	 12h, 6 - 73°, which
we understand is a recurrent source, after which optical iden-
tification can be obtained. We should also note that it is
logical to propose that there exist "completely invisible"
globular elusters,that is, bl.'ict Boles of = 10 2 -10' solar mas-
ses without any collection of stars around them ;.t all. It is
not completely clear how many of these objects might be in 	 /11
our galaxy nor to what degree that' may contain the presently-
discussed "hidden mass" of our galactic group. See (23).
obviously, the present proposals concerning the y nature
of globular clusters, their evolution, and especially their
origin may be radically changed. In particular, the role of the
Nucleus in these clusters must be very important. For example,
during the observation by 01 of a burst in NGC 6624 the bolo-
metric luminosity of the cluster increased by a factor of one
hundred! Also important is the extended constant observation
in the high-energy X-ray spectrum (E > 50 keV) of the central
region of the nebula in Andromeda, which, as might L)e ex-
10
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E)cacted #	has a varia:-'e output of bursts. If rather massive
black holes are firmed in the centrAl regions of globular clus-
ters in the prccess of evolution, then it is natural to ex-
pect that thay must also be formed in the nuclei of galaxies,
especially elliptical galaxies, as well. It is possible that
the observation of bursts of high-energy X-ray radiation in
(241 is related to a black hole located in the nucleus of our
galaxy. slow much more urgent, then, does the task become of
observing bursts from the nuclei of other galaxies, such as
M31, M87, and the ,yell-known dwarf galaxies in the constellation
sculptor, for example. N.S. Kardashev has informed us on the
latter topic.
In conclusion we note that we hive not at all been con-
cerned with the specifics of the bursts of high-energy radiation,
in particular, with the interesting problem of yuasiperiodic
bursts. Our problem was the purely astronomical analysis of the
known facts with the goal of outlining as clearly as possible
the speculations on the mechanism of the radiation, extending
them in the direction of observational and theoretical research.
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